
Eliminate the major headaches related to the trims for rigid core vinyl 
plank projects.

The ANCHOR Make-it-Match system is the perfect solution for everyone including the flooring 
dealer, the flooring installation professional, the property owner, and even the flooring manufacturer. 
It improves the finished appearance of any project by customizing non-matching flooring profiles 
such as t-moldings, end caps, or reducers into an EXACT match to the flooring.

“100% Employee Owned”...as employee owners, we take pride in serving you!
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Introducing

Make-it-Match™
Why coordinate when you can Make-it-Match!

To order visit LFishman.com or contact your Business Rep for more information.

Benefits

 Professionally wrap the trims of your choosing such as  
commercial profiles of rubber, PVC, and metal.

 Avoid cash flow killers such as waiting for corresponding 
trims.

 Avoid frustrations by ensuring an exact match over a 
corresponding match.

 Satisfaction guarantee because word-of-mouth is a double-
edged sword.

 Flexible and diverse possibilities ready to be customized.

 Avoid seeking third-party suppliers.

 Save time and money.

MatchWrap™ 90mm Adhesive Tape

A special double‐sided adhesive 
tape with a thin fabric carrier and 
white release paper used for surface 
customization of flooring profiles.  
This tape is quick, clean, odorless,  
non‐flammable, and VOC‐free.

Plank Skinner™

A tool designed to aid 
flooring professionals 
with the removal of 
the vinyl wear layer of 
a rigid LVP product. 
It makes this process 
efficient with little 
physical effort without 
disfiguring the  
wear layer.

Smoother

This simple plastic tool helps the 
flooring professional to smoothly 
conform MatchWrapTM adhesive tape 
and heated decorative wear layers to 
various profiles.

Double-Head Pressure 
Roller

Used to conform the heated 
decorative wear layer to the 
shape of the flooring profile.
various profiles.

*Available roll sizes:
  5” x 130’, 3.5” x 130’

Watch Make-it-Match 
systems in action!


